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ABSTRACT

The vacuum polarization due to chiral fermions on a 4-dimensional Euclidean lattice
ia calculated according to the overlap prescription. The fermions axe coupled to weak and
slowly varying background gauge and Higgs fields, and the polarization tensor is given
by second order perturbation theory. In this order the overlap constitutes a gauge invari-
ant regularization of the fermion vacuum amplitude. Its low energy -- long wavelength
behaviour can be computed explicitly and we verify that it coincides with the Feynman
graph result obtainable, for example, by dimensional regularization of continuum gauge
theory. In particular the Standard Model Callan-Symanzik RG functions are recovered.
Moreover, there are no residual lattice artefacts such as a dependence on Wilson-type
mass parameters.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE
September 1995

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to supplement some earlier work on the "overlap prescrip-
tion" [1] for describing chiral fermions on a Euclidean lattice, It was shown that this
description is able to account for chiral anomalies in the coupling of lattice fermions to
a slowly varying background gauge field and seems to give a correct formulation of the
vacuum amplitude in perturbation theory [1-3]. The notorious problem [5] of fermion
"doubling"' is avoided in the overlap method and it has been verified that the low energy
sector is indeed chiraL

A brief analysis of vacuum polarization due to chiral fermions was given in Ref.2.
However, the discussion was incomplete in that a continuum approximation to the over-
lap prescription was used without a detailed justification. The consequent ultraviolet
divergences were simply ignored. It is this aspect that will be dealt with here. In a lattice
formulation there are of course no ultraviolet divergences. What is needed, therefore, is a
somewhat more careful discussion of how the low energy physics is to be extracted from
the lattice expressions, To illustrate how this goes, we consider here the computation of
the fermionic contribution to the vacuum polarization tensor in a chiral gauge theory, in-
cluding the effects of symmetry breaking due to a background Higgs field. We verify that
the standard results of renormalized quantum field theory are obtained. In particular, we
verify that, there is no residual lattice effect such as a dependence on the Wilson mass
parameter, r, an effect that has been of concern [6] to some other lattice models of chiral
fermions [7].

The problem to be dealt with here, the computation of a vacuum polarization tensor,
draws on work described in previous papers [1-3] '. In particular, the idea of expressing
the vacuum amplitude for chiral fermions coupled to background fields as the overlap of
two distinct ground states is explained in great detail in these references. In Sec.2 we
give only a brief summary of the overlap formalism in order to explain the notation and
establish that the polarization tensor is gauge invariant even for finite lattice spacing.
Some detail is provided in the Appendices. This should be contrasted with the gauge
dependent result of [S] in the continuum 5 dimensional approach, where dimensional
regularization was used.

The general formula for the polarization tensor is developed in Sec. 2. It takes the
form of a 4- dimensional Euclidean integral and represents a 1-loop effect. The region of
integration is compact, a torus - or Brillouin zone - of volume (2TT)4 in lattice units,

(1.1)

'See also [4] where the vacuum polarization tensor has been discussed in a related
context.



where <j> is a constant Higgs background and A is an auxiliary parameter, a kind of
regulator mass that plays a central role in the overlap formalism. The integrand, F^,

is quite complicated and it. is fortunate that most of its detailed structure is irrelevant
to the low energy behaviour of FI ,̂. What we need to understand is the behaviour near
k = A = ip — ('. To see why this is so, consider for a moment the polarization tensor
in arbitrary units whore the lattice spacing, a, is not equal to unity. In such units the
polarization tensor, 11^, which has dimension 2, is given by

n;jfc\A\<p',a) = -|j n,w(ak\aA',a<t>')

since k'. A' ami <i>' all have dimension 1. Low energy means fc', A' and 4> are small relative
to the lattice scale, <i~'. We are therefore- required to consider the limit, a —» 0 with k!,
etc. fixed. Equivalently, in lattice units, we need to examine the behaviour of llyli, in (.he
vicinity of k = A ™ ip = 0. It turns out, a-s will be discussed in See.lj, that, the integral
(1.1) is singular at this point. This is an infrared singularity, of course, since tin: domain
of integration is compact. In the vicinity of this point the integral is dominated by the
threshold singularities associated with the vanishing of denominators in the expression
for FiU,(p. k, A.ij) due to the propagation of chiral fcrmions near their mass shell.

To compute the dominant effects, i.e. the coefficients of the singular terms in 11,,,,, we
need to know the structure of Fjltl near p = 0. in this region the lattice is irrelevant and we
can safely approximate the integrand by "continuum'' formulae, valid for |p| «. tr. We are
tacitly assuming here that there are no other threshold singularities in (1.1) associated
with rna.sstess fermion "doublers". It is necessary, of course, to make sure that such
doublers do not in fact appear in the low energy fermion spectrum. The absence of such
states is ensured in the overlap formalism by keeping the parameter, A, large relative to
k and 0, but small r< lative to the lattice scale,

« A « 1 (1.2)

The steps needed to isolate the infrared singularity in (11) are explained in some
detail in Sec3. The expression that emerges will then be recognized as the contribution
of a conventional Feynman graph of renornialized continuum quantum field theory. In
order to illustrate this equivalence we apply the formalism to Standard Model fermkms,
left handed doublets and right handed singlets, coupled to 5(7(2) x [/(I) gauge fields and
Eliggs doublet (Sec.4). We calculate the Callan-Symanzik RG functions for quarks and
leptons in the standard electroweak model.

In this paper we are exclusively concerned with the overlap approach to chiral gauge
theories on the lattice. This approach grew out of earlier work by Kaplan [9] and others
[10]. For some other approaches see [7, 11-14].

2 The overlap prescription

To obtained the vacuum amplitude for a collection of Weyl fermions coupled to back-
ground gauge and Higgs fields, one begins by doubling the number of degrees of freedom.
Corresponding to each 2 component Weyl fermion introduce a 4-component Dirac field,
ip{n), denned on a 4-dimensional integer lattice, v" e Z4. The lattice is equipped with a
Euclidean metric tensor, gIUJ, invariant with respect to one of the 4 dimensional crystal
space groups. The choice of crystal structure is probably not very important but, in order
to facilitate the emergence of SO(4) invariance in the low energy sector, it is useful to
employ a highly symmetric one such as the F4 lattice [15], For the Ft lattice one can
show, for example, that the polarization tensor is expressible in terms of two invariant
functions,

nfii,(A-) = (tfg^ - fcjAlFIi + g^ II, (2,1)

where k2 = g'^k^k,, and Fl,, FÎ  are functions of k2 and three other invariants of order 6,
8 and 12.

The fields V'(fi) and </;(«)* satisfy anticonmmtation rules,

= 0, = 0

and they are used in the construction of two independent Hamiltonians,

//+ = £ i>(r,y(ll(n - m) U(n,m\A) + f>nm M±(n\4>))i>(m (2.2)

where H, U and Af± are matrices defined as follows.

Firstly, the kinetic - or hopping - term, H(n — m). invariant with respect to the lattice
spuce group is represented by the Fourier integral,

JBZ
(2.3)

where p(n - m) = ptl(n - m)'L and the real functions, C^p), B(p) are periodic under
Pit ~* Pn + 27T. They are invariant with respect to the lattice point group and are chosen
such that, near p = 0,

- Pfl D{p) = rp2 + ... (2.4)

Their precise form elsewhere in the Brillouin zone is not important apart from the stipu-
lation that they should not have a common zero anywhere except p = 0.

The Dirac matrices are hermitian, satisfying



where giw is the lattice metric.

The matrix Tc commutes with the Dirac matrices and is diagonal with eigenvalues

+ 1( —1) corresponding to right (left) handed Weyl fermions. It also commutes with the

gauge factor, given by the path ordered exponential,

U(n,m\A} = P^exptj" AJ (2.6)

In this formula the path is a straight line joining lattice sites m and n,

x'l(t) = tn" + (1 - Om", 0 < t < 1

and A is a slowly varying vector potential,

A = ,te« A°(x) Tn (2.7)

Finally, the "mass" term is given by the linear and gauge covariant expression,

M±{n\<p) = 7s(^(«) T, ± A Tc) (2.8)

where the matrices T, incorporate Yukawa coupling parameters and specify the represen-

tation to which <p' belongs,

[r1,rj = , i t a ) ln' j (2.9)

They commute with Dirac matrices but. they are required to anticommute with the chi-

rality matrix, Tc, since their role is to connect left handed (Tc = — 1) to right handed

(Tc = +1) fermions in order to generate mass.

{Ti:Tr[} = (2.10)

The parameter, A, is a. positive constant.

We shall treat the gauge field as a weak perturbation and the Higgs field as a constant,
writing

H± = Hl + V (2.11)

where H^ and V can be expressed as bilinears in the Fourier components,

n

They are given as integrals over the Brillouin zone,

V = (2.12)

where

and

V(Pul

= 7B (2.13)

;(h) A${k2)

- t2)TaT0

(2.14)

where H{$)•** = dH(p)/dplil etc., and

lattice sum,

(2?r)4

is the periodic delta function defined by the

The momentum integrals in (2.14) are over JR4 but, since A^x) is assumed to be slowly

varying, its Fourier transform A^k) is concentrated around k = 0.

The fields t{n) and ^(TJ)* act on a Fock space with the vacuum defined by il>(n)\Q) = 0.

To apply the overlap prescription it is necessary to construct two distinct ground states,

|A, *p+) and \A, <fi—) corresponding to the respective Hamiltonians, H+ and //_. For free

fermions, A = cj> = 0, these ground states |+) and | —} are obtained by filling the negative

energy cigenstates of the respective lbody Hamiltonians, (2.13). Modifications caused

by non-vanishing A and <p a r e then to bo computed perturbatively. The aim is to compute

the functional,

e-™> = < A 0+ I^~ ) , (2.15)

to be interpreted as the vacuum amplitude. The effective potential, defined by the ratio

(2.16)

where <p is constant and il is the volume (number of sites) of the lattice can be computed

exactly. Our main concern, however, is the polarization tensor given by terms of second

order [2] in A,

= i (0.< i (0,

(0, <p + \{VG+ + G_ V + -+VG+VG+ + VG+G.V + G.VG.V)\0, <f>-)
(0, 0 + |0, 0-)

(2.17)



with constant <f>. The operators G± are defined by

It is understood here that the free vacua are normalized zero energy eigenstates of H±(</)),
and the Brillonin Wigner phase convention [l], (0, 4> ± ]A,<p±) > 0, is used.

To evaluate the matrix elements in (2.17) it is useful to expand i}>(p) in plane wave
eigenstates of the 1- body free Hamiltonians (2.13),

d'±(p,a) v±(p,o) (2.18)

where (>+. and d+ annihilate the ground state |0, $+). The orthonormal eigenspmors u+

and v+ satisfy

H+(p)u+(p,o) = w..(j), a) u+(p,a)

H+(p) v+(p,a) = -uj+{p,a) v+(p,<r) (2.19)

and likewise for the eigenspinors of H-(p)- The energies Lj±(p,a) are positive, given by

-'±(p, of = <rCIL(v)C\(v) + mi + (B{p) ± Af (2.20)

where ml in mi eigenvalue of the mass matrix, (tp- 'I')2- Details are given in Appendix A.

The sets {vt̂ , v f f and {u , i'_} are both orthonormal and complete. They are related

by a unitary transformation

U- — cos;/ u+ — sin;? v+

u_ = sin 0 «+ + cos/i v+ (2.21)

where the angle ;i{]>,ff) can be chosen to lie in the interval (O.TT/2). The zeroes of cos ,8
serve to di;termiii<: the spcctnim of fermion states in 4 dimensional spacetinie. For exam-
ple, the free fermion 2 point correlation function is given by

1

vhere
U+{p,(T) U-(p,nY

(2.22)

In Appendix A it is shown that in the region p, 4> < A <£ 1, 0 approaches the value vr/2

and (2.22) reduces to the form [2]

G(p) c= A i ± J ^ i <# + 0 • 2") Sr. + ...

f :

corresponding to the propagation of light chiral fermions. One can show that there are
no other light fermions if Cw and B have no common zeroes apart from p = 0. This is
how the overlap prescription avoids the doubling phenomenon.

Our main purpose is to study the fermionic contribution to vacuum polarization given
by (2.17) using methods sketched in Appendix A, in particular the formula (A.12). A
somewhat lengthy but straightforward calculation reduces this to the form

+2

tan pi — tan rfi

-E t.an/J2 +

tan // tan tfi tan 02

- E - (2.23)

where the notation, £ , indicates integration over pi and summation over <7j. The vertex,
i

V'(l, 2) = VijPi-Pi)- is given by (2.14) as a sum of first and second order pieces. These
are to be inserted appropriately in (2,23) so as to obtain all terms of second order, i.e.
the polarization tensor.

The daunting complexity of (2.23) is mainly due to unphysical structures associated
with the extra degrees of freedom involved in the overlap prescription. We shall be
concerned with its infrared behaviour in the next section and there it will be found that
there are considerable simplifications.

Ward identities for the functional V{A,<p) arc reviewed in Appendix B. There it is
shown that, in second order,

- <t>T t a

S2T
6<p(x) 6Ai{Q)

62T

= 0

6<t>" 6A^(x) 60(0) a 6d>(x)

where the derivatives are evaluated in the background A^ = 9(J0 = 0. Thus, it is to be

expected that the polarization tensor will include a longitudinal component, if the Higgs



field is non-vanish ing. It represents a fermionic contribution to the effective kinetic term

for the Higgs field.

3 The continuum limit
The vacuum polarization tensor is defined by the second order formula (2.23) which can
be expressed in the form

, = i/ g
with

(3.1)

(3-2)

Since Ait(x) is assumed to be slowly varying, its Fourier transform Alt{k) is concentrated
around the point A- = 0. The Higgs background, <f>, is constant and, in order to identify
the contributions of fermions with physically realistic: masses we shall assume that it, is a
small quantity, of the same order as k.

At the point k = if> = 0 the integral (13.2) diverges. This is an infrared singularity,
a threshold effect associated wit.li the propagation of massless virtual fermions, and it
dominates the low energy structure of the polarization tensor. Our task is to isolate this
singularity and compute its contribution for small values of k and 0.

In the analytic continuation of [3.2) to complex values of k other, unphysical, singu-
larities arc encountered. For example, if A <g; 1, there is a branch point at k'2 = —4AS

that can be interpreted as the threshold for creation of a pair of fermions of mass, A.
Such thresholds are artefacts of the overlap prescription and have no physical signifi-
cance. The overlap method can be expected to give a physically trustworthy result, only
in the restricted region,

k ~ 0 « A < 1 (3.3)

The infrared singularity, being a threshold effect, must arise from the simultaneous
vanishing of factors in the denominator of the integrand of (3.2). Since the momentum
integral is 4-fiimensional, it is necessary to have a zero of order 4 in the denominator
in order to create an infrared divergence at k = <f> = 0. Generically, there must be four
factors, each contributing a simple zero. It is quite easy to identify the responsible terms
and it will be seen that their zeroes occur at p = 0 and nowhere else.

To identify the sources of vanishing denominators in (2.23) we need the explicit for-
mulae for eigenspinors developed in Appendix A,

u±(p,tr} =
B±A)

(3-4)

where H±(p) are the 1-body Hamiltonians (2.13) and the positive energies UJ± are given

by (2.20). Also,

B + A ' B -K
(3.5)

An inspection of the various terms in (2.23) shows that eos/J must contribute a zero if
we are to obtain a zero of order 4. In order for cos0 to vanish, both non-negative square
roots in (3.5) must vanish. There are two possibilities, either

or else,

UJ+ = B + A,

J+ = -B - A,

_ = -B + A

J- = B - A

(3.6)

(3.6')

The second alternative can be excluded immediately because (3.6') implies u/++w- = — 2A
which contradicts the positivity of u2±. The first alternative is acceptable only if A±B > 0,
i.e. if A2 > Bl. On the other hand (3.0) implies C^ = <p = 0 as can be seen from the
definition (2.20). Recall now, that it was part of the overlap prescription that Cp and
B should have no common zeroes except for the origin, p = 0. In particular, this means
that B should not vanish at any of the non-trivial zeroes of C^. Hence, by choosing A
small enough we can ensure that the requirement A ± B > 0 is satisfied only at the origin
where B vanishes. We conclude that, if A is small enough then the only zero of cos 0 is at
p = 0. At this point (3.6) also implies zeroes in the denominators of u_ and v+. Hence,
there is an infrared singularity and it resides in the terms,

= E tan / tan fi2

u.(2)^(2, :
tan 0i tan $>

To identify the singularity we can expand around the point p = k = 0 = 0 using

. , P2 + ™? , ,. 2 ,
u-t = AH :— ± rp + ...

2A
cos 0 =

(3.7)

1/(1,2) = -4757" A"(pi - p2) TQ + . . .



etc Using the approximate expressions for the eigenapiriors given in Appendix A one
obtains the simple result,

4 i-

I 2 ift\ -\- 0 • T ' 2 %j)2 H~ fp * .P
(3.8)

k k
where p\ = p + —, pi = p —- —. Terms not shown here do not contribute to the infrared
singularity.

To compute the singular terms contributed by (3.8) one can apply standard field
theory methods. For example, using a Laplace transform representation for tile vanishing
denominator factors,

p'\ + m* p\ + m\

the integral can be expressed in the form

where

2-K

(3.10)

The behaviour at small k2 of the integral (3.9) is dominated by the behaviour of / at large
t and this can be determined from (3.10) by the method of steepest descents. Indeed it, is
clear that the factor exp(—tp2) in the integrand of (3.10) serves to concentrate the support
around p = 0 as 1. becomes large. This validates the expansion used in obtaining (3.8).
The leading term in an asymptotic expansion in l/( is given by

where pni<j and crap are denned by the flavour traces.
(3.11)

(3.12)

On substituting (3.] into (3.9) one obtains the asymptotic formula

rl <x r—

(a. 13)

n

valid for k,<p —> 0. The integral over ( can be written as a linear combination of terms
like

?*> dtr t
- l . M 2

hi M1 + ca + r]M
2 + ... (3.14)

for M2 —> fl. The leading term is well defined but the subleading ones are sensitive to

what, happens at finite values of ( where the expression (3.11) is not, adequate.

In Sec.4 a specific example drawn from the standard model will be considered in more
detail. To conclude the present discussion we remark only that the flavour traces (3.12)
take the form

where m, is a iermion mass, Substituting these expressions into (3.13) and applying (3.14)
one obtains

- « , - '»•? Pl
a>,)<r] fnimi + x(l - x)k2) (3.16)

valid for m,k < A <£ 1.

4 Standard model

To study the application of the overlap prescription to the standard model «<• consider
the continuum limit of Sec.3 for the gauge group SU(2) x (7(1) with a single Higgs doublet,
and four chiral fennions, a left handed doublet, and two right handed singlets,

T h e g e n e r a t o r s o f S U ( 2 ) x [ / ( I ) a r e r e p r e s e n t e d b y t h e 4 x 4 m a t r i c e s ,

Ta = 0 , a = 1,2.3
V O

(4.1)

T v = (4.2)

where the hypercharge assignments are given by

•(1/3,4/3,-2/3),

. (-1,0,-2),

12

(Y,.,Yu,Yd) =
quarks

leptons
(4.3)



(The Higgs doublet carries Y$= 1.) The chirality matrix is

-1 \
Tc =

and the Higgs-Yukawa matrix is

(4-4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

The matrices Ta. Tc and (p-T are all hermitian.

It is a simple exercise to compute the flavour traces p,,.:f and <r,,p defined by (3.12).

One iinds

4 v '

1

o o
o o

where /„ and fd are real Yukawa coupling constants and

02

4

)mj)

a«i, = 0

= 2YLYumlc-"ni+2YLYimytm* (4.7)

where m^ = Jffl<p and m.̂  = fj<P*0- In writing pa6 we dropped a term which is anti-

symmetric with respect to x «-» 1 - J:. The coefficients pjlj9 and <T̂ fl of (3.15) are thereby

determined and can he substituted into (3.1G). We list the transverse and longitudinal

components separately, writing

n^(k, <t>) = (/b V " -- wnnal3

The results are

(4.8)

= ~— f dx x{l - x) -26ab (n(xm2
u + (1 - x)m2

d
lDirJ Jo

13

- x)m2
d - x{\ - x)k2

Alt'1

IU =

nrr = - J - J / ( fa T ( 1 ~ J ) {Y> + Y^ fo(m" + x ( 1 - • l^'2)

dx ~hnb{xmi + (1 - x)md) i'n(xwl + (1 - x)m'd + x(l - xjk1)

Y>- ~ Y^<

~{YL - Yd}md - x)k2)

HY = - - L fdx\(YL - Yu)
HK* JO i

(4.9)

These expressions comprise the leading, or infrared singular, part of the unrenormalized
polarization tensor. The first subleading terms, corresponding to the parameters, Co, in
(3.14) would take the form of a second order polynomial in k. Because gauge invariance is
guaranteed, this polynomial whose coefficients must depend on A as well as details of the
functions Cti and B, can be absorbed in a counterterm. Higher order effects, involving
c.\,... become vanishingly small in the infrared limit and can be discarded. Therefore,
the only remaining dependence on the lattice regularization is in the system of units we
have employed, This also can be absorbed in a counterterm.

Define the renormalized polarization tensor by introducing a reference mass, fi, and
using it to scale the arguments of all the logarithms in the expressions (4.9), i.e. make
the replacements, k'2 , m2 m3/V2. This generates a counterterm proportional

14



to en n2,

r=rfl+Ar

where the counterterm is given by the gauge invariant local expression

7i!,i

(4.10)

4 ( »">

+- (4.11)

It can be combined with corresponding terms in the classical action to define running

coupling constants

1 1 1 , ,
48*'

1

9Y 9OY

and the wave function renormalizat ion

hi (4.12)

(4.13)

The fermionic contributions to the Callan Symanzik functions are therefore given by

dfi.

'. + *: + * * $
24n2

| gY, quarks•n/i) n-j
•M

^ g$, leptons

? , ' _ fl + Sl (4.14)

5 Summary

Our purpose in this work was to show that a lattice formulation of gauge theories with
chiral fermions is satisfactory in the lowest order of perturbation theory, We have com-
puted the vacuum polarization due to fermions and verified that it reduces in the low
energy approximation - or, equivalently, when the lattice spacing goes to zero - to the
expected form. In obtaining this result it was crucial that the free fermion spectrum
contains no light doublers; a feature that can be ensured by appropriate choice of the free
Haniiltonians.

The possibility to choose Hamiltoniatis such that light fermions are not doubled seems
to be the real strength of the overlap prescription. It should be emphasized that this

15

has nothing to do with the Higgs mechanism. We introduced a Higgs multiplet into the
system only in order to make it phenomenologically more interesting. This field played
no role in solving the doubling problem.

Our approach in this work has been to emphasize the infrared nature of the problem
by scaling with respect to the ultraviolet cutoff, i.e. working in lattice spacing units.
Integrals that are not infrared dominated can be set aside and absorbed in the usual
counterterms. On the other hand, integrals that are infrared dominated become singular
when the masses and external momenta are scaled to zero, and these singular contributions
can be computed without regard to short distance structure. They necessarily coincide
with what is usually called "the finite part" in Feynman graph calculations. As it. happens,
the amplitude treated here is gauge invariant and hence so are the counterterms. But
this is not important. Evaluation of counterterms necessarily involves integrating over
the entire Brillouin zone and this would be a difficult task.

Of course, this is only a second order calculation. In previous work it was shown
that the expected chiral anomalies begin to emerge in the next order, and that is also
satisfactory. However, not much is known about the general structure of the overlap
amplitude, apart from several numerical studies [1], [16] which support the viability of
the formalism.
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Appendix A - Free fermion states

To compute overlaps and matrix elements for free fermions (A — 0,4> = constant) it is

necessary first to diagonalize the Hamiltonians H± and construct their respective ground

states. To this end consider the 1-body operators given by (2.9a)

The square of this matrix,

% + (B(V) ±

> - Tf + {D± A)2

(A.I)

is free of Dime matrices and we can diagonalize it. by choosing momentum independent
orthonormal spinors x(a) al'ch that

(A.2)

(A.3)

(<j> • Tf X(a) = ml

It is convenient, also to impose the condition

lsTc X(<T) = x(a)

Orthonormal eigenspinors of (A.I) can then be written.

+ B±A)

where the eigenvalues are given by

n% + (B ± A)2

(A.4)

(A.5)

These numbers are chosen to be positive so that u± and v± are, respectively, positive
and negative energy eigenspinors of H±(p). The sets {«+,w+} and {u..,v.} are both
orthonormal and complete. They are related by a unitary transformation,

u_ = cos/? u+ - sin/J !.!+

u_ = sin ( Ju + + cos /3 v+ (A.6)

where the angle 0 = 0(p,<r) lies in the range (—TT/2, VT/2),

cos/? =

sin p =

L-B-Au.-B + A

B + A UJ_ - B + A - B - A w_ + B - A
(A.7)

17

Creation and annihilation operators for l-ferraion states are defined by the plane wave
expansions,

They are related by a Bogohubov transformation,

6_ = cos 0 b+ — sin /? d^

The Dirac vacua are defined by filling the negative energy states,

| ± ) = n. d±(k,a)\0)

and their overlap is easily obtained.

(A.8)

(A.8')

(A-9)

It is now straightforward to construct correlation functions. For example, the 2-point

function,

7.\2n) ~ cos,d(p.o)
(A.10)

It is instructive to examine the long distance behaviour of this correlation function. For
p ~ <p «£ A <g. t, the energies (A.5) are approximated by

' 2A

The eigonspinors (A.4) reduce to the form

u+(p,ff) ~X(<7). «-(p, f ) -75

and

p2 +

c o s / ? ( p , ( r ) ^ 1 / 5 ! ± ^ l + ...
A2

Hence, in this neighbourhood,

v- u+{p,a)uL(p,cr)
^ A 7s + . . . (A.11)
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and the correlator (A.10) approximates apart from the factors A and 7S, which can be-
removed by a suitable redefinition of the fields, - a chiral Euclidean propagator. The pole
of the propagator is due to a zero in c.osli, i.e. a zero in the overlap (A.9),

Using the expansions (A.7') one can express the perturbation V in terms of creation
and annihilation operators.

V =

where the symbol Y. denotes integration over p\,p-i and summation over autr2. The

creation and annihilation operators b(lY,d(l) together with their associated eigenspinors

u(l) t, iy(l) t may be of the + or - type. Likewise for b(2), d(2Y, etc. The operator V either

creates pairs or scatter. In second order one finds either 2 or 4-particlc intermediate

states. The only unusual feature of the overlap computations is the appearance of matrix

elements like

- ) = {+\d¥(2)b+{l)\-)

= 6(1,2) ( + H tan,3(1)

where #(1,2) stands for (2n)i62,{pi - f>2)f>aw Here we have used (A.8) to express h+(l)
in terms of 6_(1) and d _(l)f. The ground state [-) is annihilated by t_(l). In passing
to the next line we have used the formulae (A.8'), (A.9) together with the Fock condition
E4|0) = 0, In commuting rf_(l)f to the right it. creates a gap at tj.ffi in the product over
r/_ that defines the ground state |—). Likewise, in commuting rf+(2) to the left it creates a
gap at k2,(T2 in the product over D\. that defines (+|. The resulting states are orthogonal
unless 1 = 2 in which case their overlap equals {+|—)/cos/3(l). Quite generally, any
overlap matrix element can be reduced with the help of (A.*) to a linear combination of
terms like

.„:,„„ (A.12)

where 7Ti,. .., nn is a permutation of 1,. . . , n.
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Appendix B — Ward identities

Gauge transformations of the fermion fields can be implemented by unitary operators,

where 9(n) is an liermitian matrix and

Fn = J2 ii'(n)f 0(n) i/;(n) (B.2)
n

The Hamiltonians (2.1) are covariant in the sense

where the transformed background Hekls Ae and <pe are defined by

eiHn) <j>{n) • T (-i"in) = (f,0(n) • T

ei9™ U(n,m\A)e-i9im) = U(n,m\Ae)

(B.3)

(B.4)

Since the functional U{u,m\A) is denned by the path-ordered exponential (2.4) it follows
that A"(x) is given by

where 9(x) is a smooth function that interpolates the lattice values, #(n)-
With Hamiltonians transforming according to (B.3) it follows that the corresponding

noil- degenerate ground states must transform such that

where the angles <&± are real The effective action (2.10) therefore satisfies the identity

Its real part is gauge invariant, but its imaginary part is not, unless O+ — <&_. These
angles can be computed perturbatively. To first order in 6, for example.

1>f = Re
(+1-4,0+)

= Re (+|Ffl(l +G+V + G¥VG+V + . ..)|+> (B.8)

where the Brillouin-Wigner phase convention, {+\A,4>+) > 0, is assumed. The difference,
$+ - (t>.., is a pseudoscalar with respect to space reflections and it can be shown to vanish
up to first order in A^ and d^ip in dimensions > 4. In second order it can be non -vanishing,
thereby reflecting the usual anomalous breakdown of gauge symmetry associated with
chiral fcrmions.
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The formula (B.7) comprises the Ward identities for the fermion vacuum amplitude.
For infinitesimal B vn; have, from (B.4) and (B.5)

SA^x) = d,fl(x)-i\All(x),9(x)

{x)-T = i[$(x),4>(x)'T\

(B.9)

where <fi(x) is a multiplet of smooth fields that interpolates the lattice values <p(n). For

writing Ward identities it is convenient to choose a hermitian basis with real components,

[T,,Ta] = i(tn)j'Ti

so that the components transform according to

b&{x) = -Q°(x) &{*) (ta), '

With this notation the identity (B.7) implies

oA"t 60' of)"

and , in par t icu lar , for the second derivates evalua ted at AIL = d^ = 0,

<?u a + 4>rtn 5 = 0

_ _ srdtl 6<t>(0)

(B.10)

(B.11)

(B.12)

(B.13a)

(B.13b)

since $ + = lI|_ does not contribute here. The vacuum polarization tensor is not transverse
unless 4> — 0. Its longitudinal part is related to the Higgs field kinetic term. To ace what
is implied by this relation, consider the leading terms in a continuum approximation,

where Z2 and Z3 are invariant functions of 4>(x). For this simplified functional we have

6A*(x) 6A$(

which clearly satisfies (B.13a).

-Z-2 <bTtntfi<p V S4(x)

6A{x)

(B.15a)

(B.15b)
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